Asynchronous chest wall movements during non-rapid eye movement and rapid eye movement sleep in children with bronchopulmonary dysplasia.
The aim of this study was to assess whether age-related changes in thoracic shape modify patterns of thoracoabdominal asynchrony (TAA) or applicability of phase angle analysis during sleep in young children with increased respiratory loads. We assessed TAA during polysomnographic monitoring in 14 young children (mean age 32 months, range 19 to 46; mean weight 12.5 kg, range 9.3 to 17) with severe bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD). Of the patients 10 were severely enough affected to require tracheostomy. We measured asynchrony of rib cage (RC) and abdominal (AB) movements at midinspiration and the corresponding phase angle from oscillographic recordings during both non-REM and REM sleep. We measured the amplitude of "paradoxical" displacement of either RC or AB during inspiration and expressed this as a percentage of the total displacement of the compartment. Of 9 children who manifested early inspiratory AB paradox during non-REM sleep, 7 showed a figure eight on the Konno-Mead diagram. The magnitude of abdominal paradox during non-REM sleep was significantly positively correlated with age (n = 14, r = 0.68; p < 0.01). Phase angle was significantly negatively correlated with dynamic lung compliance (n = 14, r = -0.66; p < 0.01). During REM sleep, expiratory abdominal muscle activity was abolished and all patients with abdominal paradox "converted" to an open loop with RC paradox during inspiration. Graphic assessment of the Lissajous figure on the Konno-Mead diagram indicated when midinspiratory phase angle analysis did not reflect the severity of TAA and can be used to infer patterns of respiratory muscle recruitment. We conclude that young children manifest patterns of TAA that differ from the early inspiratory RC paradox commonly observed in infants. Comparison of RC-AB loops between non-REM and REM sleep in the same child can assess increased thoracic inspiratory efforts and expiratory muscle activity as potential mechanisms for abdominal paradox, as distinct from diaphragm ineffectiveness.